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Raphael’s+“Portrait+of+Pope+Leo+X+with+
Two+Cardinals”

1. 
Notice the textures—his silk alb, supple
scarlet Fanon and skullcap. Notice his skin’s 
sheen, the gloss on his ample underchin.  
He would be another of Raphael’s oversized 

infants, except for this, this, well—sweatiness. 
This puffed-up Pope is Leo X, Giovanni 
di Medici, second son of Lorenzo 
the Magnificent, conveniently a cardinal 

by thirteen and pontiff by thirty-eight. The two cardinals are his 
cousins, Giulio and Luigi. These Medici boys sold forgiveness, 
scrambling for cash to cover 
the new St Pete’s. 

2.
On the back of Hanno, his pet white elephant,Leo X would survey 
the construction of St. Pete’s,

cut cedar planks competing with the scent
of grizzled workmen who lapsed into

odd languages as the afternoon pressed down.
From that vantage point, he was confident God 

glinted, trapped in tile and stone, in
the thick veins of the marble city, in 

his own hawk-nosed, paunchy person.
And when the sun dazzled, he saw the saved
 
would burst into heaven, and they would bring 
housewarming gifts—parchments, oil paintings,
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sonnets and sketches of all 
the scaffolding they had built,

proof they had scraped 
even the sky clean. 

3.
You’d think the portrait would be brighter.  Surely
the Pope shared his vision with his perspiring 
head architect, Raphael himself. 

But Raphael insisted on webbing this portrait in shadow, 
as if in his pounding temples he heard 
the hammer’s echo, the tap-tap 

of the man they called the drunken German monk, 
nailing his theses to the church doors. 
Notice what Raphael already knew, 

how the vanishing point is off the canvas and these Medici, looking 
in different directions, avoid it, 
how the chiaroscuro creeps 

around them, starts to smudge them out.  They all vanish 
once off-canvas, painter and painted. Luigi dies 
young, soon after he sits 

for Raphael, and Raphael dies young the year after. 
Leo X excommunicates Luther, entirely too late, 
and is dead by December. 

Giulio becomes Pope Clement VII, refuses 
Henry VIII his divorce, commissions 
Raphael’s rival, Michelangelo, 

to paint “The Last Judgment” and drops just after. 
He is spared this new vision. The saints cower 
in the light, carrying  
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cogwheels, arrows, gridirons, scraped-off 
skin—evidence of martyrdom.  
No one bursts 

into heaven. The saved ascend, 
somber and unsmiling, 
empty-handed.
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Torch

1.
Monk Quang Duc, the unflinching lotus,
on the busy streets of Saigon.

A Quaker father from my hometown,
outside McNamara’s window at the Pentagon.

Jan Palach flailing, running, falling,
through Wenceslas Square.

And now, the boy’s smile splits open the tv camera:
I hope at 14 or 15 to explode myself.  I will make my body a torch.  

2.
Torch, 
from the Old French torche   
   bundle of twisted straw
from the Latin torquere    
   to twist, to bend
from the habit of twisting the tow at the end of the 
wood before setting it ablaze.

Torch  shares its root with   
  retort   
   to bend words back  
  extort   
   to twist the will   
  distort   
   to twist apart

torture  
 to twist the body

and nasturtium.
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3.
The boy doesn’t aspire to a lone death,
the single body flaring up in protest.
Other bodies are   
   twisting
   bending back 
and out
in this equation.

4.
Torchbearer,   
   someone in the forefront 

of a crusade.

When his face is painted on cement block
and his name flares up on the front page,
the switch he will flick,
the sound that will scream, 
starts to be called
a torch.

5.
Torch,   
   any various portable devices for emitting  
   an unusually hot flame.

The boy is nameless until he twists up into the air,
bends the sky out of focus,

becomes an arching blur of orange,
a hail of ash and pebbled bone,
that blazes in the nasturtiums 
trailing their flame 
across my yard.
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Stalin,+alone

At the Tbilisi seminary, suspended
for reading Victor Hugo, he wrote
as all seventeen-year-olds do, of violets,
icy peaks and blue firmament, wrote 
a poem to the moon: 

With outstretched arms, I shall revere
The spreader of light upon the earth.

At Kuntsevo, in the conservatory, moonlit
geometries on cold tile are cut by the black
of his boots, as pipe smoke ribbons rise
past glossy green leaves, fruit gone silver—

Lemons. He loved them. 
Grew them until the end.

Now moonlight trails him when he steps
from his bath, bare feet on marble.
The moon dissects him, his body the same
as anyone’s: silver white rind 
of skin, dimpled, oily, thin
and the bitter fruit within.
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Purging+the+Aunties
From the diary of Maria Svanidze, Stalin’s sister-in-law: “J. doesn’t 
like women visiting him.”

1. December 21, 1934: Stalin’s 55th birthday party

But still they come, stamping off 
the snowy alleyways, bearing brandy 
and armfuls of orchids, kohl running 
ringlets around their eyes, lips dark and slick.

Little Svetlana flies up into their arms.
Vasily, new fuzz above his lip,
hangs back— too big to be kissed.
The aunties have arrived.

Cabbage soup for dinner.
Then a cake, single-layer, iced white.
When Stalin gets out the gramophone,
the aunties scatter from the table.

Swaying over the slow stretches, stamping 
through the fast, he swings each 
around the table. His trousers rustle,
coat buttons groan, boot soles stritch 

across the stone floor. One at a time, 
each feels the wet of his breath, the bristle 
of his waxed moustache, the curved finger 
of his pipe bobbing against her face.

Next, they pose together for the birthday photo,
letting him, of course, sit in the center,
surrounded by the half-moons of their breasts. 
Maria, creamy shoulders spread wide;

Mariko, mouth folded tight; Anna, leaning in;
willowy Polina, arching neck polished pearl;
haughty Dora, all in black. Dimpled Zhenya brims 
at his feet. Bronka is cropped out.
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2. February 28, 1937: Svetlana’s 11th birthday party

The knowledge starts somewhere behind their eyes,
where they know one perfume from another,
can pick out the scent of their offspring

in a room full of overcoated children.
He doesn’t show up. At first they think 
he will send his apologies—oil prices up again, 

unexpected German diplomat, enemy of the state
unmasked. They laugh as loud as they know how,
blinking sleep.  Mariko can’t stop hiccupping.  

Dora lets Zhenya coax her into a two-step 
around the table. Then time for the photograph
after the dance: in afternoon frocks 

and cream-colored furs, streamers tickling 
the backs of their necks, ringed around an untouched cake—
three-layer, impossibly pink.
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Wars

1. 
Who can stop thinking of the small things?
Dishes against sink,
small white feet against chilled linoleum,
pucker of scar against skin’s plate,
body against bed, against sleep.

2. 
It makes sense how we can live
with a thing like war
when we have been living
with our families so long.
Cards come only at Christmas 
and Easter, wishing all the best 
to fathers who die to punish their sons,
sons who keep on living 
to spite their fathers,
daughters who curl up 
in the car on the ride home 
and don’t speak for hours.


